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Executive Summary 

Background Problem 

Previous research related to recommendation systems has described complexity in evaluating the 

accuracy and performance (Herlocker et. al., 2004). Design choices can vary depending on the nature 

of items being recommended to the user. When digital platforms adopt recommendation systems, they 

can rely on network effects (Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009) to retrieve similar users and suggest relevant 

items. It is however more complex to not suggest less relevant items, and therefore automated 

techniques should be integrated with more data including certain forms of user profile and preference 

to further strengthen the suggestions. From the perspective of a user interacting with a content 

platform it becomes impossible consult a library of at least hundreds of thousands of products, 

therefore the role of a recommendation system is to improve the navigation experience by highlighting 

items that might be relevant to the user according to different parameters including similar ones in 

characteristics of those previously accessed, or items that have been accessed by other users with 

similar previous search history. The goal of a recommender system is not to suggest items that a user 

already accessed but to discover new items that might potentially be of interest, this concept is also 

known as serendipity (Herlocker et. al., 2004).  
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Purpose 

This study investigates the applicability of information retrieval, in specific content-based 

recommendation systems, in the context of suggesting a meal plan based on the availability of products 

in the user’s regional location and specific nutritional preferences. The combination of meal and dietary 

suggestions and locally available grocery products can potentially reduce food waste, help budgeting, 

provide a more varied experience by discovering new recipes; the focus is observing the relevance of 

meal suggestions and their possible applicability throughout a year. 

Introduction 

The creation of the World Wide Web (Berners-Lee, 1989) represented an innovation in sharing and 

storing documents in a digitalised form reached through a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 

interconnected through a hypertext format. Subsequent development has allowed faster and more 

varied transfer of documents, particularly, the dot-com bubble saw a rise on websites for commercial 

purposes, ranging from basic company information to the first service platforms, i.e., eBay and Craigslist. 

In addition to data generated from the websites themselves, e.g., product listings on eBay, in order to 

access a service a user would register and consequently provide personal data. With the further 

increase and diversification of digital services, data, products, and user access, the necessity to capture 

a consumer’s specific needs became important. A technical solution to this is the implementation of 

recommendation systems that can suggest search results based on a previous history correlated 

semantically or by suggesting results from other users with similar profile characteristics. 

This research focuses on the domain of food & beverage products by generating food recipe suggestions 

associated with user individual food preferences including dietary restrictions and local product 

suggestion based on stores in a predefined geographical area. 

Case and problem identification 

Evaluating recommendation systems in a meaningful and effective manner is challenging (Herlocker et. 

al., 2004), as design implications and nature of items in the catalogue cannot always be described by 
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traditional metrics utilised in machine learning solutions. Serendipity (Toms, 2000) was observed to be 

a challenge particularly for content-based recommendation systems where the item suggestions are 

based on similarity in the characteristics of previously accessed ones; collaborative-filtering 

recommender systems can provide unexpected item recommendations through the activity of the 

community of users, but the challenge is in explaining such process. 

This paper investigates the application of content-based recommendation system in the context of 

nutrition in the Nordic region by providing regionally available recipes that observe the criteria of Nordic 

Nutritional Recommendations in the ingredients and intake of nutrients and macronutrients per 

demographic group by age group and gender. Serendipity is attempted by introducing a random recipe 

substitute sharing similar ingredients but from a more distant national cuisine. 

Research Questions 

This study focuses on the utilisation of content-based recommendation systems in order to accurately 

provide meal recommendation that reflect the criteria from Nordic Nutrition Recommendations, the 

following research questions will be addressed: 

How can Information Retrieval allow a standardised extraction of recipes through a diversified source 

of text data from food recipe websites and blogs? 

how can recipes be suggested based on the user dietary preferences and regionally available food 

products? 

Delimitations 

This study investigates relevant associations of recipes available in the Nordic region and following the 

guidelines of the Nordic Nutritional Recommendations. The primary source of the data is the Edamam 

API that provides food recipe and their nutritional information. The internal functioning of the recipe 

results is a black-box, and the data is obtained through a series of queries where one of the 12 

ingredients suggested by Bere & Berg (2009) is inserted along with other nutritional parameters. An 
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initial part of recommendation system process consists of exploring the queries results to interpret the 

feasibility of the data and possible interventions for adjustments. 

Grocery store products have a secondary role as the main challenge is the ontological and semantical 

difference between raw ingredients which are only a small subgroup of all the food products at a 

supermarket which can also be branded, packaged, pre-cooked, and it is more highlighted in 

promotional campaigns. 

Knowledge graphs are utilised to attempt at generating a serendipitous recipe recommendation by 

finding a recipe with similar ingredients but from a cuisine distant geographically from the Nordic region, 

i.e., middle east, Asia, Latin America. The intent is to replicate a recipe suggestion that is familiar but 

provides a new experience. 

Thesis Structure 

The thesis consists of 5 chapters described in the following structure: 

1. Introduction – Initial description of the case in examination, its delimitations, and research 

questions. 

2. Literature Review – an exploration of previous work and challenges in the field of 

recommendation systems as well as key findings from the field of nutrition in the Nordic region. 

3. Theory and Methodology – a description of the chosen theory and methods utilised in the study 

and reason for the choice. 

4. Analysis and Discussion – A description of the design of the recommendation system and the 

data transformation process based on aspects from the literature 

5. Conclusions – a summary of the findings and suggestions of possible future research  
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Research Design 

This study combines qualitative and quantitative methods to assess text data extracted from API 

services and scraped from recipe websites. 

Natural language processing techniques including n-grams and entity extraction which are utilised to 

retrieve the necessary data to generate training data utilised for the models to build the 

recommendation system.   

The items being recommended are individual food items associated into recipes which are in turn 

associated to users based on nutritional preferences and restrictions. Evaluation metrics including 

precision, recall, f1-score allow to determine the performance of a model that predicts the class to 

which an item belongs to. The study assesses also in which scenarios rule-based approaches such as 

filtering can be more efficient than model-based or collaborative down-ranking. 

Literature Review 

This section describes the research that has been done on recommendation systems from the earlier 

collaborative filtering architecture design, which relies ratings provided by users on a product or 

content platform, to content-based recommender systems which rely on information provided by the 

items in the catalogue; finally, a third sub-section summarises the previous research done in application 

to the specific field of nutrition and grocery shopping. 

Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems 

Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems rely on opinions from a community of users interacting 

with a platform, focused on selling products or digital content, through the interaction of rating 

functionalities with the aim of better identify interest across a plethora of items (Resnick & Varian, 

1997). A research conducted by Herlocker (2014) reviewed the key decisions in evaluating collaborative 

filtering recommender systems. Researchers do not agree on which attributes should be measured 

when identifying the best algorithm as performance varies across the types of datasets utilised and 

their structure, i.e., when a dataset contains more users than items or vice versa. A second reason which 
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complicates evaluation is the performance difference based on the goal of an evaluation. Early research 

focused on determining accuracy of collaborative filtering algorithm by predicting withheld rating, 

however it was recognised that it is more valuable to measure the rate of leading a user to performing 

wrong decisions. Herlocker noticed a trend in algorithms developed yielding a mean absolute error 

(MAE) of 0.73 (on a five-point rating scale) on movie rating datasets. Users were found to have provided 

inconsistent ratings when it was requested to rate again the same movie.  

Six specific contributions are pointed out towards the evaluation of recommender systems: 

 A combination of tasks categorising user goals for a particular recommender system. 

 Selection of appropriate datasets for evaluation, including synthetic datasets and properties to 

be considered when selecting in evaluation purposes. 

 Survey of evaluation metrics previously utilised to evaluate recommender systems by analysing 

both strengths and weaknesses. 

 Report on experimental results comparison of accuracy evaluation metrics on a dataset which 

are collapsed into three equivalence classes. 

 Evidence of metrics classes uncorrelation despite many different metrics strongly correlate. 

 Review of non-accuracy metrics including degree of coverage of the set of items, user 

satisfaction, serendipity and novelty of recommendations, and behaviour in the recommender 

system. 

User Tasks for Recommender Systems 

Research literature from deployed systems focused on end-user goals and domain independent tasks 

can be identified in two categories when it comes to collaborative filtering: annotation in context and 

find good items. 

Tapestry (Goldberg et al., 1992) and GroupLens (Resnick et al., 1994) applied annotation context 

filtering through structured discussion postings with the goal of suggesting the most interesting ones 

to read while, in some cases, filtering out the messages ranking relatively very low. A similar approach 
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has also been utilised by web recommenders that overlay prediction information on top of existing links 

(Wexelblat & Maes, 1999). Users are shown the predictions allowing them to decide which messages 

or links they are interested in following. The possibility for the recommender to be able to generate 

prediction for the items visualised is a major factor. 

Ringo (Shardanand & Maes, 1995) and the Bellcore Video Recommender (Hill et al., 1995) were part of 

systems developed with a more direct focus on recommendation, both providing interfaces that would 

suggest selected items to their users through a ranked list of recommended items together with 

predictions for how much users would be more likely to enjoy them. The find good items task is core in 

recommendation systems and it is widely adopted in research and commercial systems. A common 

feature among commercial systems is to display “best bet” recommendations but hide the predicted 

rating values. Another concern for users is the importance of minimising “bad recommendations” while 

not necessarily maximising relevant recommendations resulting thus in a reduced rate of false 

negatives. 

Recommending sequence is a task that Herlocker noticed when using the radio website 

launch.yahoo.com which streams music that is recommended through a variety of algorithms. The 

website includes the feature of allowing to recommend again a previously played song, furthermore it 

can also be included in a playlist containing a predefined sequence of a multitude of songs.   

Just Browsing. Herlocker discovered by interacting with users from the MovieLens system and 

Amazon.com that many of them do not have an urge to perform a purchase and would just navigate 

the website as a form of entertainment. In such a scenario algorithmic accuracy would be less relevant 

than interface, ease of use, and type of information provided. 

Find Credible Recommender. In addition to using recommendation features as a form of entertainment, 

users also try to test the system to find out if the results offered actual match their tastes. On 

commercial sites it also occurs that users try changing profile information in order to see if 

recommendations change accordingly.  
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Collaborative filtering systems depend on users’ activity in rating items in order to increase to 

potentially increase recommendation performance. Herlocker has classified rating tasks into four main 

categories. 

Improve Profile the most common rating task among recommender systems. It is a shared believe that 

a user profile gets improved by contributing to rating items. 

Express Self in the interviews conducted by Herlocker, some users may not be interested about 

recommendations, instead they find more important to just have a platform to express their opinions. 

In the case of Amazon.com, where users can submit personal reviews of product items. The issues 

included for users in on this platform are the level of anonymity, and the impact of contribution from 

the reviews. While recommender algorithms do not entail self-expression, the combination of 

contributions can enhance the quality of recommendations. 

Help Others some users enjoy contributing ratings in recommender systems with the expectations of 

benefitting to the respective online community. 

Influence Others Herlocker and other implementers of web-based recommender systems discovered 

the presence of certain users whose goal is explicitly to influence others into viewing and purchasing 

certain items. Such activity can be performed deliberately to obtain interest from other users towards 

items that are relevant for the influencer to promote.  

Dataset selection for evaluation purposes 

There are several key decisions involving the selection of a potential dataset for a successful evaluation 

of recommender systems algorithms. An evaluation can perform differently on a dataset that performs 

with and without live user tests or is composed of simulated data. Herlocker points out a few examples 

that can help in the decision-making process: 
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According to Linton et al. (1998) users as expected to experience between 5 and 10% of the candidates 

generated by a recommender algorithm, as such the performance would be lower on evaluation results 

on datasets of movies or e-commerce products where ratings are highly sparse. 

When the dataset consists of novel items as part of the task of Find Good Items it would be more 

appropriate to only utilise an offline evaluation of a recommender algorithm because of the novelty 

nature of the items that get displayed to the user.  

Evaluation can also differ when exploring new domains especially when there is significant research on 

the structure of users’ preferences but absence of relevant datasets, in this scenario it could be possible 

to initially evaluate algorithms on synthetic data to identify promising ones for further analysis. 

Live User Experiments vs Offline Analyses Evaluations of recommender algorithms can be performed 

through offline analysis, a series of live user experimental, or a combination of both. Offline analyses 

have two crucial weaknesses: First, natural sparsity of ratings data limiting the set of items for 

evaluation. The absence of rating data of a certain user for a certain item does not allow the evaluation 

for appropriateness; Second, prediction results are limited to objective evaluations: offline analysis 

cannot determine user preference for a particular system, either because of its predictions or other 

more subjective criteria including User Interface preference. Live user experiment can be an alternative 

approach: controlled, within specific conditions, or as field studies where a system is observed from the 

interaction of a selected group of users. 

Synthesised vs Natural Data Sets The utilisation of datasets for developing recommendation algorithms 

can be based on existing datasets which might imperfectly match the properties of the target domain 

and task, or synthesized datasets designed to specifically match those properties.  While simulated data 

allow an easy way to test algorithms to discover potential flaws, the real nature of user and data is not 

accurately represented as reported by Herlocker in his early work designing recommender algorithms 

for Usenet News (Konstan et. al. 1997; Miller et al. 1997). The use of synthesized data sets might be 

needed in certain limited cases such as during the process of data collection or in the construction of 

complete systems.  
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Content-based Recommendation Systems 

Content-based recommendation is an architecture design for recommendation systems that relies on 

the extraction of key features from items in the catalogue to suggest items that share similar 

characteristics among those previously accessed by the user; in the context of nutrition key features 

could be nutritional information and the type of associated nutritional restriction i.e., vegetarian, halal, 

lactose-intolerant or presence of potential allergens i.e., nuts, shellfish, albumen. As opposed to 

collaborative filtering where users actively rank the items they prefer, the goal of content-based 

recommendation is to achieve personalisation by guessing the user preferences through previous 

interactions and access or purchase of the items in the catalogue. It might be challenging to suggest 

items from a heterogenous catalogue such as the ecommerce platform from Amazon however 

purchase and search history factors might also be affected by phenomena such as seasonality of 

festivities impacting on the interest of specific items, whereas in the field of nutrition seasonality affects 

more the availability of the items themselves in the case of fruits and vegetables. 

High Level Architecture of Content-based Recommendation Systems 

In order to extract relevant information from items of a catalogue, the data related to an item requires 

to be processed through data processing and manipulation techniques to represent a user profile. The 

recommendation process is performed in three steps handled by a specific component: 

 Content Analyser – The first step is the extraction of relevant features from the data. Based on 

the nature of the data there can be multiple steps of data transformation such as in the case of 

image data being transformed into an array of values or text data of grocery product labels from 

which keywords, n-grams, entities are extracted. The techniques utilised are also commonly 

applied in Information Retrieval systems (Salton, 1983). 

 Profile Learner – In order to represent a user profile’s preferences, the information from the 

content analyser is modelled through machine learning techniques (Mitchell, 1997), additionally 

previous user activity data can be matched to detect seasonal patterns of consumer behaviour 

such as in the case of online shopping during festivities. 
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 Filtering Component – In this step the user profile characteristics are utilised to better represent 

relevant item suggestions. The process is either an item exclusion or a modification in a ranking 

score that can be represented through similarity metrics (Herlocker, 2004). 

Fig. : High level architecture of a Content-based Recommendation System 

The diagram in Fig. gives an overview of the data transformation and association steps to produce a 

relevant recommendation for a specific user. On top of the three previously mentioned modules, the 

active user interaction makes the profile learner and filtering component updating an iterative process. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Content-based Filtering 

The utilisation of a content-based recommendation system architecture design can offer several 

advantages when compared to collaborative filtering:  

 User Independence – Content-based recommendation systems utilise individual user activity on 

top of the information extracted from the items in catalogue that are being recommended, 

however in collaborative filtering systems where detailed items’ information is missing, the data 

utilised in the recommendation is derived from associating users “with similar tastes” that have 
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similar activity in their rating. Relying on user ratings could also be difficult with items that do 

not have extremely positive or extremely negative opinions because there might not be a felt 

necessity of providing feedback to other users, while a content-based solution can rely on 

information from the items in the catalogue to allow the user to discover similar products. In 

the case of recommendation of recipes, a content-based solution can suggest similar recipes 

that use the same ingredients, while collaborative-filtering could suggest recipes that are 

enjoyed by vegan users. 

 Transparency – The recommendation design is explainable through the feature extraction and 

data manipulation process, on the contrary in collaborative filtering is purely based on the users’ 

activity and it becomes impossible to explain the rating pattern on an individual item. In the 

context of nutrition, it would be easier to provide information of recipes containing allergens or 

food products that are relevant to certain dietary restrictions as opposed to relying on users’ 

activity that would represent dietary preferences. 

 New Item – Because of the information available from individual items, content-based 

recommendation systems do not require users’ rating data to suggest them. On the contrary, 

collaborative-filtering systems are weaker at suggesting new items that have no users’ rating. 

Content-based systems also present the following potential drawbacks: 

 Limited Content Analysis – There is a limit in the information that extracted features can provide, 

this further requires domain knowledge and the construction of an ontology. It is challenging to 

extract information based on subjective emotion and opinions which otherwise it is possible to 

achieve through a sentiment analysis of comments of a community. In the context of nutrition, 

it would be more challenging to extract information on recipes that can be enjoyed based on 

personal taste which as a community can be represented by taste based on nutritional habits of 

regional cuisines and their preparation; an example is the suggestion of American variants of 

Italian recipes such as fettuccine with Alfredo sauce that has all the ingredients utilised in Italian 

cuisine and pasta dishes however it is not recognised as authentic dish; a collaborative-filtering 

solution would instead represent a negative sentiment from a community of Italian users on the 

recipe.  
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 Over-Specialisation – Since the information extracted from items is of objective nature it is more 

challenging to make unexpected suggestions.  

 New User – a cold start issue can occur in both collaborative-filtering and content-based 

recommendation systems when users have no activity, however the aspect is more pronounced 

in content-based designs since they cannot rely on the activity of other users. 

Addressing Serendipity 

As previously mentioned, one of the drawbacks of content-based recommendation systems is the 

challenge to allow users to discover unexpectable item suggestions. Etymologically serendipity dates to 

a letter from 1754 written by Horace Walpole to Sir Horace Mann who cited the Persian fairy tale “The 

Three Princes of Serendip” 1  when describing their process of “making discoveries, by accidents & 

sagacity, of things they were not in quest of” (Remer, 1965). Serendipity however is distinguished from 

the concept of novelty, as the latter implies a process of discovery normally achievable by the user 

while serendipity is more unexpected (Herlocker, 2004). 

Previous research has addressed the issue by introducing elements of randomness: Billsus & Pazzani 

(2000) developed a framework for adaptive news access that adapts to users’ individual interests in 

daily news through an Adaptive Information System (AIS) that corrects the order of recommended 

items based on the individual user’s previous activity. The system collects rankings through the AIS or 

through static questionnaires forwarded to users across the community. The randomness element 

consists of showing the top story in the recommendation ranking by randomly choosing a top-ranking 

article obtained through the static questionnaire or the AIS.  Toms (2000) pointed four strategies to 

introduce serendipity into a system, from simple to more complex methods: 

 An information module randomly generating recommendations. 

 User profile information and previous activity utilised under Pasteur’s principle of “chance 

favours the prepared mind”. 

 Low performing similarity measures resulting as anomalies and exceptions. 

                                                        
1 http://livingheritage.org/three_princes.htm  

http://livingheritage.org/three_princes.htm
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 Reasoning by analogy, which implementation by then was unknown. 

A possible more recent interpretation of reasoning by analogy could be the use of knowledge graphs. 

Knowledge graphs are data structures built using ontologies to describe the relationship between the 

classes and attributes of a graph element; Consider the following classes and their attributes: 

 Books: Title, Author, Publisher, Year published, Followed By. 

 Publishers: Name, City, Country 

 Authors: Name, Country of birth 

Ontology of Books, Publishers, Authors represented as tables in a structured database; Schrader (2020) 

The representation of an ontology in the structure of a table only describes that each class has certain 

attributes to which there can be multiple instances of said class described through the class attributes, 

however it does not describe the relationship between the attributes while the relationship between 
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classes is pre-defined by who designs the database and is not mutable without changing all the 

instances of elements belonging to class, these are also known as the ACID (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, 

Durable) properties of structural databases (Brahim et al., 2017). 

The same data if displayed as a knowledge graph would independently represent an attribute, e.g., a 

book title, an author name, a publisher name and a vector describing the relationship between the 

nodes. 

 

Book titles, authors, publishers, locations and their relationship in a knowledge graph; Schrader (2020) 

Knowledge graphs allow the addition of new nodes in a non-structured way instead of expecting an 

instance of a class defined by all its attributes. 

Hyvonen & Rantala (2019) utilised a knowledge-based approach to find serendipity among semantic 

relations between resources in a knowledge graph which consisted of biographical data extracted from 

13,000 biographies of prominent historical people from Finland further expanded by data connecting 

to databases of museums, libraries, and archives. The evaluation of their results required domain 

knowledge of the individuals that showed a high number of node connections, for example a Finnish 

painter showed connection with the cities of Florence and Paris which are important cities of art. In a 

following work Hyvonen (2020) utilised Semantic Web for Serendipitous Knowledge Discovery in Digital 
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Humanities; he noticed a scarcity of research in serendipitous knowledge discovery despite it being one 

of the promises of Semantic Web (Lassila, 2002) and relating it possibly to a shortage of high quality 

densely interlinked datasets required to study serendipity; Furthermore he formulated future research 

goals to investigate including the formalisation of the notion of serendipity in terms of interestingness 

(Silbershactz & Tuzhilin, 1995), how to extract serendipitous phenomena and their explanations from 

the data, how to create semantically rich-enough linked datasets combining structured and non-

structured data.  

Recommendation Systems In the context of Nutrition and Grocery shopping 

When recommendation systems are applied to more narrow scopes and domains, the design choices 

are reflected depending on the characteristics of the items and the interactions with them.   

Mohan et al. (2019) implemented a collaborative filtering recommender system solution for grocery 

stores in the city of Aachen, Germany; the main challenge was in the cold start scenario which 

contributed to a low dissimilarity score of 5%.  

Abhari et al. (2019) reviewed technical aspects behind Nutrition Recommendation Systems (NRS) and 

observed that hybrid recommender systems and knowledge-based recommender systems are the most 

common designs applied to NRS, while the techniques most frequently applied were rule-based and 

ontology-based approaches.  

Norouzi et al. (2018) have developed a recommender system for managing nutrition of diabetic patients 

which suggests various snacks in accordance with the season and the patient’s personal interests with 

an accuracy of respectively 100% and 90%.  

Sano et al. (2015) built a solution for grocery stores data considering data sparsity which relied on Single 

Value Decomposition (SVD) for direct recommendation and used-based collaborative filtering, the 

latter which combined heuristic decision of a store manager and a product item recommendation.  
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In regard to nutrition specific to elder care Espìn et al. (2016) focused on a solution based on expert 

guidelines that motivated users to utilise their system and follow the nutritional assessments adapted 

to the specific users’ preferences; Semantic Web technologies were utilised to solve heterogeneity 

issues the occurred in previous recommender systems; AGROVOC thesaurus was used to build a model 

ontology for user profiles designed through Web Ontology Language (OWL) which allowed modularity 

when the system requires to be adapted to different sectors of the population and thus perform 

changes to the ontology.  

Teng et al. (2012) utilised ingredient networks to deliver cooking recipe recommendations; while 

previous research in the topic was more based on previous users’ recipe ratings, their work focused on 

the relationship between ingredients and their likelihood to co-occur highlighting possible ingredient 

substitutions and regional cuisine preferences; four prediction algorithms utilising different features 

were tested:  

 Baseline – cooking methods, and primary recipe information. 

 Full ingredients – 1000 most population ingredients. 

 Nutrition – only nutritional data without ingredient information. 

 Ingredient networks – structural information derived different ingredient networks. 

 Combined set – combined features set combining baseline features, nutrition, and ingredient 

networks. 

the combined prediction score from nutrition information and ingredient networks showed to be better 

performing than the recommendation from full ingredients with .792 accuracy compared to .746 of the 

full ingredient recommendations. 

 Bodike et al. (2020) investigated the healthy concerns behind grocery shopping; the user-based 

collaborative filtering recommendation system they have developed was found to have an average 

cosine distance of 0.125 among users, due to sparsity of the data and low chance to find users that 

made similar purchases. They suggested therefore that a content-based solution would have been 
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more efficient and accurate, furthermore they discovered a dichotomy in similar purchase habits that 

were either “healthy” or “unhealthy” with an approximate 65% rate of consistency.  

Chen et al. (2021) formulated a Knowledge Base Question Answering approach per personalised food 

recommendations. They noticed previous research failed to consider users’ explicit needs, ignored 

crucial health factors such as allergies and nutrition needs, and did not utilise rich food knowledge to 

recommend healthy recipes. Experimental results showed the solution outperforms non-personalised 

counterparts with an average 59.7% absolute improvement across evaluation metrics. 

Nordic Nutrition Recommendations 

This study focuses on regionally available food products and regional recommendations; therefore, 

Nordic Nutrition Recommendations (NNR) has been chosen as the main benchmark to base weekly 

recipes recommendations after in accordance with the suggested amounts of nutrients and 

macronutrients.  

Christensen et al. (2020) defined NNR as the scientific basis for national dietary reference values (DRVs) 

and food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) in the Nordic and Baltic countries. DRVs have been historical 

defined by the NNR and historically implemented in each Nordic and Baltic country, with possible minor 

adjustments by individual nations. FBDGs, on the contrary, consider the national context, policy, food 

tradition, and preferences, moreover the food systems sustainability can also have an impact on the 

adjust of FDBGs on national level. DRVs are recommended for healthy individuals, as they are not 

effective for long-term infections, metabolic disturbances, and other long term health issues where 

treatment occurs with a suboptimal nutritional status; one of the purposes instead could be a dietary 

approach to a sustained weight maintenance after significant intended weight loss. In order to prevent 

clinical deficiency and support an optimal level of body stores and functionality, a hierarchy of adequacy 

for most nutrients can be established. 

Average Requirement (AR) is the value that meets requirement for half of a selected group of 

individuals of good health if it fulfils the requirement of a normal distribution. The establishing of AR 
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applies to micronutrients which are usually based on data on biochemical markers of adequate 

nutritional status, but also can derived for macronutrients including fatty acids and proteins. 

Recommended Intake (RI) stands for the amount of a nutrient meeting the established requirement 

while also maintaining acceptable nutritional status across every individual within an age group 

characterised also by gender. The difference with AR consists in representing more than the 

requirement for the average person as well as covering individual variations for majority of the 

population in a group. It is appropriate for the average intake of a group over a period of at least a week. 

Olsen et al. (2009) elaborated a Nordic food index score as an alternative to previously developed 

nutritional recommendations around the Mediterranean diet with the goal of promoting a healthier 

nutrition to a cohort of elderly Danes. The results have shown that the index has helped in lowering 

mortality among middle-aged danish men. Emphasis was also put on prioritising traditional regionally 

available foods over major dietary changes. Bere & Berg (2008) wrote about the importance of regional 

diet for the sake of the environment and listed six evidence-based ingredients for a regional Nordic diet: 

native berries, cabbage, native fish and seafood, wild and pasture-fed terrestrial animals, rapeseed oil, 

grains including oat, barley, and rye. 

Theory and Methodology  

This section describes the theory and methodology relevant to the design and implementation of a 

recommendation system for nutritional suggestions. The base architecture for the recommendation 

system is inspired to that proposed by Lops et al. (2009) composed of three modules: content analyser, 

profile learner, filtering component. The information source consists of data obtained from a food 

recipes API that includes nutritional information, and grocery store data which are processed through 

different data manipulation techniques involving natural language processing and numerical operations 

including cosine similarity and Tf-idf. Knowledge graphs are utilised to create a serendipitous recipe 

recommendation by suggesting an item similar in ingredients to those previously browsed but differing 

in a characteristic described as a categorical value such as cuisine type. The performance of the 

recommendation system is then tested through evaluation metrics. 
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API Data Extraction 

An application programming interface (API) is an exchange information system where the data that can 

be received and requesting is defined through specific call requests.  

Architecture of a REST API; (Ed-douibi, 2018) 

Representational state transfer (REST) is the architectural style in which the API data is transmitted 

through the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which is utilised for most web resources on the World 

Wide Web. A REST API resource request is made through a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) which will 

result in a response data content, known as payload, formatted in HTML, XML, JSON, or other formats. 

The advantage of utilising APIs is to supplement a local data infrastructure through external data 

obtained from third parties which would otherwise be challenging to obtain or economically not 

feasible, e.g., mobile applications that rely on third party map services that would otherwise create 

their own datasets composed of maps, addresses, coordinates, and other relevant attributes.  

In this study two APIs developed are utilised as data source for food recipes, nutritional information, 

grocery stores information and products. The data extracted is obtained in JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) format where the data is represented as a dictionary composed of a series of string keys to which 

other data formats can be associated to. 
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Example of a REST API response result formatted in JSON from Edamam Nutritional API 

The data in JSON is to be considered as raw, however it gets extracted, transformed, and stored through 

algorithmic techniques utilising Python programming language as part of the Content Analyser module. 

Natural Language Processing 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an interdisciplinary field that combines linguistics and computer 

science by utilising data in a text format to aggregate, compare, filter elements usually not possible 

through more traditional arithmetic or logic operations but instead rely on semantics and other 

relations based on an ontology. 

In its application when working with text data obtained through REST API calls, NLP is often 

characterised as a data pipeline consisting of a standardised sequence of data transformation 

techniques. Most commonly the first steps in an NLP pipeline are the filtering of undesired characters 

and punctuations, and separation of words by space and punctuation known as tokenisation. Following 

steps can vary depending on the grammar rules of the language of the original text data. the extraction 

of n-grams is an extension of the tokenisation process however the instead of extracting a single word 

at a time, n-grams can be composed of multiple words, therefore a token can also be called monogram; 

the purpose is to extract composed words such as city names or titles of books. N-grams are also 
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accompanied by the frequency which helps in identifying the relevant ones from regular semantically 

non-related combinations of words. 

 

Typical Components of an NLP Application, 3M Copyright 2018 

Part of Speech (POS) tagging consists of identifying the role of a word withing a sentence, e.g., subject, 

object, or verb, and it often is supported by training data set provided by 3rd party services which 

contains a collection of documents composed of text and POS labels, known as corpus, that attribute a 

potentially relevant tag to the specific n-gram. Corpora can be underperforming for documents which 

domain-specific terms and expressions and might require additional work in the generation of a corpus 

training set.  

POS tagging in turn can be utilised for dependency relationship parsing which can be relevant for 

languages were ordering of phrase elements can be arbitrary or when grammatical elements are 

expressed in the same way, e.g., subject and object in English as opposed to German where it is more 

distinguishable through the noun declination forms of nominative and accusative.  

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a task that aims to classify certain words into predefined categories 

which usually include persons, locations, organisations, events, date formats, quantity amounts, 
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currencies, percentages. It is performed after n-gram extraction however POS tagging can be utilised 

as a filter since it is mostly subjects and objects that could be identified as entities.  

In this study NLP is utilised to manipulate text data from REST API calls of food recipe ingredients and 

grocery store products. 

Tf-Idf 

Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (Tf-Idf) is a numerical weightage of words in a document 

within a corpus that reflects each word’s importance. It is the product between term frequency and 

inverse document frequency. 

 

 ft,d represents the count of occurrences of a term t within a document d. 

The inverse document frequency measure how much information a word provides across all documents. 

It represents the logarithm of the inverse fraction of documents containing a term t divided by the 

number of total documents. 

 

Tf-Idf provides an advantage over a simpler bag-of-words method by not emphasising on expressions 

that would appear too often across documents but are not valuable, i.e., pronouns, articles, frequent 

adjectives or verbs. 
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Cosine Similarity and Euclidean Distance 

Cosine Similarity is a metric utilised in information retrieval and related studies; it models a text 

document into a vector of tokens from which a cosine value between two vectors is derived as similarity. 

 

When applied in the context of information retrieval and NLP it can provide advantage over Euclidean 

distance in multi-dimension spaces represented by distinct words in a document. On the contrary, a 

potential weakness is the non-applicability of the magnitude of vectors which can be an issue in 

recommendation system in the case of rating scale difference of users. Cosine similarity is applied in 

this study for aggregating recipes that are similar in their ingredients where magnitude and direction 

are not relevant. 

 

As mentioned previously Euclidean Distance underperforms with high dimensional vectors however 

can keep into account direction. For this study Euclidean distance is utilised for the geolocational data 

of grocery stores and further steps in the data transformation process vector dimensionality is reduced, 

such as matching food recipes that have the closest amount of the average amount of recommended 

nutrients and macronutrients; direction would also be important in this case as an amount of a 

particular nutrient or macronutrient is usually preferable to be lesser than the daily recommended 

amount instead of higher, in particular intakes of salt, sugar, and overall calories. 

Knowledge Graphs 

Knowledge Graphs are data structures characterised by a node containing an attribute consisting of 

information usually in the form of a string and connected to other nodes through vectors describing 
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the relationship between the nodes. The purpose of utilising this data structure is to aggregate 

semantically and ontologically similar entities; in the case of recipe recommendation and ontology can 

be built to aggregate similar regional and national cuisines for the purpose of providing a serendipitous 

recipe recommendation where a user might have previously accessed recipe of a certain cuisine and 

might want to discover different cuisines which could be introduced through recipes that share similar 

characteristics with previous ones while differ in a few ingredients or cooking methods, e.g. dumplings. 

 

Knowledge Graph of several national cuisines related by geographical and cultural proximity (Hamad 

et al. 2018) 

Content-based Recommendation System Architecture 

The design architecture utilised in this study takes inspiration from the one proposed by Lops et al. 

(2011) but with adjustments on the user activity and design choices defined by the goal of providing 

recipe recommendations.  

The final output result of the recommendation is a weekly meal plan of 21 recipes divided across 

breakfast, lunch, and dinner throughout a week. The scope of the study does not involve the generation 

of live data of real users, however experiments are performed to determine the performance of the 

recommendation based on age and gender groups with their respective recommended intakes of 

nutrients and macronutrients in according to NNR but also different nutritional restrictions including 
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vegetarian, vegan, keto; the output results for each generated user profile are compared to determine 

personalisation, also known as dissimilarity which is the complementary value obtained from cosine 

similarity. 

The weekly meal plans recommendations are in turn reiterated to replicate 52 weeks in a year and 

generate a user activity history where the goal is to maintain novelty throughout the weeks while 

considering the ingredients suggested by the NNR but also seasonal products available in the Nordic 

region of Europe. 

The serendipitous element consists of one recipe in the weekly meal plan, randomly selected between 

a lunch or a dinner meal, which gets substituted for a recipe similar in the ingredient but from 

geographically distant cuisine; this is achieved through the utilisation of a knowledge graph describing 

an ontology of cuisines that are adjacent geographically or are regional cuisine of a nations. 

Evaluation Metrics 

To determine the performance of the recommendation system there are specific evaluation metrics 

that differ from the more traditionally used precision, accuracy, f1 score in applications of predictions; 

the purpose of a recommendation system is to discover new items by providing novelty and surprising 

suggestions. 

Precision at K and recall at K are adapted to represent K as the number of items that are being 

recommended each time; in this case study k=7 where k are the meals for every day of the week at the 

same time of the day so that breakfast, lunch, and dinner recommendations are treated separately. 
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Analysis and Discussion 

As previously mentioned in the methodology’s chapters, a multitude of research has been utilised in 

this study: 

 The first section describes the characteristics of the data utilised and its initial collection process. 

 The second section discusses the data manipulation techniques utilised to match the different 

sources and types of data. 

 The third section describes and discusses demographics that can represent potential user 

segment for a relevant recommender system with the purpose of improving nutritional habits. 

 The fourth section analyses potential design choices for a recommender system among 

examples from the literature and applied in different industry contexts. 

Initial collection of the Data and description 

The data sources for the study come from a multitude of Application Program Interfaces (API), mainly 

local Danish supermarket chains publishing data related to their products including promotions and the 

stores. The nutritional data is provided by the website edamam.com.2 

The coop Denmark group API3 provides data from the supermarkets Fakta, Irma, Superbrugsen, Kvickly, 

Brugsen (Lokalbrugsen), Dagli’Brugsen. Salling Group API4 provides data for the supermarkets Bilka, 

Føtex, and Netto. Tilbudsavis which is a Danish publisher of local stores weekly magazines that highlight 

product promotions for the week. It provides a digitalised version of the product magazines as well as 

the API5 representing the related data. The products magazines include discounts and promotions for 

                                                        
2 https://www.edamam.com/ 
3 https://developer.cl.coop.dk/  
4 https://developer.sallinggroup.com/  
5 https://shopgun.com/  

https://www.edamam.com/
https://developer.cl.coop.dk/
https://developer.sallinggroup.com/
https://shopgun.com/
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supermarkets from the coop Denmark and Salling groups, as well as other supermarkets in Denmark 

selling grocery items such as Lidl, Meny, Rema 1000, and Spar. 

Coop Denmark API  

The Coop Denmark API provides free access to subscribers with the possibility of performing 10 calls 

per minute up to 200 calls per week. The basic trial access contains 10 APIs: Assortment API v1, Core v 

1.0, Marketing API v1.0 and v1.1, Offer API v1, Partner API (v1.0, v1.1, v1.2), Product API v1.0, and Store 

API v1.0. For this study, the relevant APIs are Store, Product, and Assortment. Product and Assortment 

data provide information about each product in a specific store however Assortment API provides a list 

of standard products that are always available while Product API products that are temporarily available 

as well as promotions and discounts. The Store API requires the input parameters of latitude, longitude, 

and radius (in meters) of the selected area of stores. The response provides the following output 

parameters: 

 Kardex cost center ID 

 RetailGroupName the supermarket chain name 

 Name the specific supermarket in its area 

 Address represented as road number and number 

 Zipcode representing the postal code 

 City 

 Phonenumber  

 Manager name of the store manager 

 CVR the company registration number 

 Social Media Page Link hyperlinks to the store social media page e.g. Facebook 

 BipAndPay representing the possibility to use the Bip&Betal payment app 

 OrderOnline representing the possibility of ordering product online 

 SelfCheckout representing the presence of self-checkout stations at the grocery store 

 Location representing the latitude and longitude coordinates of the store 
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 OpeningHours containing one month of data representing the schedule for each day whether 

the store is open 

 

The Product and Assortment APIs require the the cost center ID as input parameter which is obtainable 

through the Kardex output parameter from the Store API.  Both APIs provide the as response the 

following output parameters: 

 Ean representing the product code number 

 Navn the product name  

 Navn2 representing additional information, most of the time the product weight 

 Pris the product price 

 VareHierakiID the product category represented as a 4 digits number 

Salling Group API 

The Salling Group API contains five different APIs: Anti Food Waste, Product Suggestions, Stores, Jobs, 

Holidays. The requests limit varies between 1000 a day for the Anti Food Waste API and 10,000 a month 

for the Product Suggestions API. Similarly to the Coop Danmark API, the relevant APIs are Stores and 

Product Suggestions, but also the Anti Food Waste API which returns product from a store that are soon 

to expire, e.g. cheese, and can be utilised for more meal suggestions with a more limited budget. The 

Stores API returns information regarding store locations and opening hours of all 1,500 grocery stores 

belonging to Salling Group located across Denmark, Poland, Germany, and Sweden. The Grocery stores 

include Netto, Bilka, Carl’s Jr., Føtex, and Salling. To filter down the results it is possible to utilise the 

parameters of postal code, city, country, street name, store brand. The response provides the following 

output attributes: 

 Address divided into city, country, street, postal code 

 Brand the supermarket chain name 

 Coordinates the latitude and longitude of the store 
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 Created the date when the request was issued 

 Hours the opening hours of the store which also include the bakery section ones 

 Modified 

 Name 

 phoneNumber 

 sapSiteID 

 type 

 vikingsStoreId 

 id 

The Products Suggestions API takes a string as an input parameter that represents a potential product, 

e.g., milk, or a product ID which will return as result a list of similar products. In both cases the requests 

will return the following output attributes: 

 title 

 id 

 prod_id 

 price 

 description 

 link hyperlink with additional information of the product 

 img hyperlink with the image of the product 

The Anti Food Waste API returns discounted products from at most 20 stores within a postal code area. 

The response returns the same attributes as the Products Suggestions API as well as the following: 

 discount 

 newPrice new price after discount  

 originalPrice standard price 

 percentDiscount 

 stock number of items available at the store that are discounted. 
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eTilbudsavis API 

The eTildbudsavis API provides data from stores catalogs including grocery stores from both the coop 

Danmark and salling groups. Catalogs are issued on a weekly basis and contain limited promotions and 

discounts of store products. The available data is divided into three main APIs: Catalogs, Offers, Stores. 

The Stores API like with previous mentioned APIs provides data about store geographic location 

coordinates, address, opening hours. The Catalogs API returns a digitalized version of store catalogs 

with the following output attributes:  

 ern catalog ID 

 run_from, run_till the dates between the catalog offers are available 

 store_id related store ID 

 images front page of the catalog and other preview images 

 branding the store chain information including name and website hyperlink 

 pages information about catalog pages including number of pages and product offers 

The Offers API returns offers data from a single catalog. Similarly to Salling Group Anti Food Waste API, 

the output parameters include details about original price, discounted price, and number of items in 

promotion e.g. a discount of 33% upon the purchase of 3 pieces of the same product also known as 3x2 

offer. 

Edamam API 

The Edamam API is divided into three APIs: Nutrition Analysis, Food Database, Recipe Search. The scope 

of the API is to provide nutritional advice in a similar way as provided by a nutritionist through a meal 

plan that considers the necessary nutrients that can be prescribed for specific diets. The Nutrition 

Analysis API takes as an input unstructured text data representing a potential food item or ingredient 

and returns nutritional data including health labels (e.g. fat free, low content of sodium, no added 

sugar), amount and type of nutrients (including vitamins, calcium, monounsaturated and 

polyunsaturated fats), amount of calories, and suitable related diets (e.g. balanced, high-protein, low-

carb, low-sodium, kosher, halal). The Food Database API also takes as an input an unstructured text 

data input or a product barcode and returns a list of possible matching food items, generic i.e. “apple”, 
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packaged and branded foods, or restaurant meals. The Recipe API takes as input an unstructured text 

query or a specific food item ID e.g., a restaurant meal, additionally filters such as diet type, cuisine 

type, calories amount, and excluded ingredients can be specified. The result is a list of recipes taken 

from food blogs and websites where the values available are ingredients and their quantities. 

The chosen API Data sources are the baseline for the creation of features that are necessary to create 

models to be utilised in the recommender system. The supermarket data provides features for grocery 

store brand, coordinates and distance from user, food items to purchase. The Edamam API data needs 

to provide a collection of several recipes to be prepared throughout the week. The recipes need to 

consider food restrictions and preferences and a degree of variability and relevance for the meal, e.g. 

a bowl of oats is relevant for breakfast several days a week while roasted meat with potatoes is suitable 

on a Sunday lunch, this can be possibly filtered looking at amount of calories, weight, and preparation 

time which impact the occurrence of making such recipe. When relevant recipes are assessed they need 

to be associated with the related ingredients available from grocery stores, ideally a single nearby 

grocery store. A possible resulting feature from the association of recipes and store products is total 

product cost which can be utilised as a filter for classes of users in a recommender system that prefer 

to save costs and potentially utilise less ingredients. 

Designing a Meal Plan 

The product data that is available related to grocery stores in Copenhagen should be considered in 

order to select ingredient that are more likely to be available to purchase, therefore an initial solution 

is to select Nordic cuisine as a filter in the Edamam recipe API in order to receive recipes that are likely 

to contain ingredients that match locally available products. Danish supermarkets however also sell 

products for other types of cuisine including Italian or Mexican, nevertheless testing the percentage of 

matching ingredients and products can provide valuable information for more robust and accurate 

recommendations. Nordic diet is characterised by the use of ingredients such as fish, cabbage, rye 

bread, oatmeal, apples and pears, and root vegetables. Previous research has also compared the 

benefits of the diet with the Mediterranean diet (Li et. al., 2015) concluding similar long-term health 

benefits. The initial analysis is to look at a weekly meal plan composed of breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
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recipes for each day. Olsen et. al. (2011) has developed and tested a Nordic Diet Score (NDS) by 

analysing a cohort of 50,290 over 50 years old Danish people and compared the daily intake of six 

ingredients: fish, cabbage, rye bread, oatmeal, apples and pears, and root vegetables; with the daily 

intake of the follow up cohort of 4126 people that in the following 12 years have died and concluded 

that increased consumption of the six ingredients contributed to decrease mortality rate. When looking 

at 75th percentile of the cohort that scored the highest, their daily intake consisted of 107g of apples 

and pears, 24g of cabbage, 59g of fish, 21g of oatmeal, 34g of root vegetables, and 113g of rye bread.  

When looking at the relative proportion of the ingredients, rye bread represents 32% of the whole diet, 

followed by apples and pears with 30%, fish with 16.5%, and the other three ingredient categories with 

less than 10% each. These ratios over a week would represent a meal per day containing rye bread and 

a meal with apples or pears, a meal every two days containing fish, and at most two meals a week 

containing root vegetables, cabbage, and oatmeal. 

Healthy Nordic        

food index components Median daily amount for highest score (g) amount over a week (g) relative percentage 

rye bread 113 791 31,56% 

apples and pears 107 749 29,89% 

fish 59 413 16,48% 

root vegetables 34 238 9,50% 

cabbage 24 168 6,70% 

oatmeal 21 147 5,87% 

The high consumption of apples and pears represented in the diet would be more logical when these 

are consumed straight away as a snack or dessert after lunch or in the afternoon instead of appearing 

as an ingredient in meals such as cakes or jams that contain a high amount of sugar and fat. 

Healthy Nordic  percentage excluding  number of meals 

food index components apples and pears over a week 

rye bread 45,02% 9 

apples and pears - - 

fish 23,51% 5 

root vegetables 13,55% 3 

cabbage 9,56% 2 

oatmeal 8,37% 2 
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By excluding apples and pears from recipes the resulting ratio would entail the consumption of rye 

bread every day for example for breakfast and additional two meals per week.  

  Monday Tuesday Wednesday  Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

breakfast rye bread rye bread rye bread rye bread rye bread oatmeal oatmeal 

lunch  fish fish root vegs root vegs root vegs cabbage cabbage 

dinner rye bread rye bread fish fish fish rye bread rye bread 

A potential distribution of presence of ingredients in a meal could look like this, however when looking 

back at the median amount in grams per day analysed by Olsen it stands out that a meal containing 

113g of rye bread could amount to four slices with toppings for a breakfast meal however 59g of fish 

alone would not be enough therefore they could be served together with a side dish or be part of a 

stew. Root vegetables comprise carrots, potatoes, beetroot, and together with cabbage they can also 

be part of a stew or a side dish when looking at their daily amounts. Alternatively, fish and root 

vegetables like potatoes can be combined in a single meal and the vacant meal for the day can be 

labelled as a wild card for recipes that do not contain any of the ingredients mentioned until now, for 

example a meal based on white or red meat, or a salad. 
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The query for recipes for meals for the whole week comprising breakfast, lunch, and dinner was 

performed by taking as input value the five food components, for root vegetables the query was broken 

down into recipes containing carrot, beetroot, and potato.  

food category total amount of ingredients (g) relative percentage 

rye bread 2102 10,57% 

fish 3221 16,19% 

root vegetables 2090 10,51% 

cabbage 2720 13,68% 

oatmeal 187 0,94% 

meat and eggs 986 4,96% 

dairy 1636 8,23% 

other grains 575 2,89% 

vegetables, legumes, fruit 5668 28,50% 
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oil and butter 550 2,77% 

salt 40 0,20% 

sweeteners 115 0,58% 

The following step is to extract the list of ingredients from each recipe and calculate the amount in 

grams for each food category. Most recipes contain ingredients that are not part of the Nordic food 

index components; they have been therefore also categorised under the main conventional food 

groups: meat and eggs, dairy, other grains (excluding rye bread), vegetables (excluding root vegetables), 

legumes, and fruit. Ingredients such as olive and butter were described under their own category since 

their role is that of a condiment, along with salt and sweeteners such as honey and sugar. Condiments 

can also have a major impact on a diet especially when the goal is to lower the intake of fats, sugar, or 

sodium. 

food category total amount of ingredients (g) relative percentage HNFIC relative percentage Olsen's observed amount (g) relative proportion 

rye bread 2102 10,57% 20,37% 791 3 

fish 3221 16,19% 31,21% 413 8 
root 
vegetables 2090 10,51% 20,25% 238 9 

cabbage 2720 13,68% 26,36% 168 16 

oatmeal 187 0,94% 1,81% 147 1 

When comparing the HNFI components analysed by Olsen et. al (2011) the amount of each food 

category surpasses the median amount for a Healthy Nordic Food Index (HNFI) score of 4, however the 

proportion of each ingredient diverges from the original. This is explainable in cases such as recipes that 

utilise a whole cabbage which on average weighs 1000g, similarly recipes that utilise the entirety of a 

fresh fish product instead of a pre-processed packaged fish fillet. The amount of oatmeal in recipes 

however came close to Olsen’s observations, this can be explained by less complex utilisation of 

oatmeal mainly for breakfast combined with a dairy product like milk or yogurt and additional toppings 

such as dried fruits and berries. 

A potential solution to the proportion of ingredients can be calculating and excluding subsequent 

recipes that surpass that amount of ingredients, however it was observed in the ingredients amounts 

extracted data that some of the recipes provided by the Edamam Recipes API are scraped from 

American websites which utilise the imperial system, therefore the quantities should be first converted 
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to grams, moreover discrete amounts in the case of fruit or eggs would necessitate organic search for 

the average quantity amount in grams. With the most reoccurring ingredients such as eggs the average 

weight in grams data will be documented for a more automated process.  

Standardisation of Ingredient Quantities 

In the previous section it was observed that there is inconsistency in reporting the recipe ingredients 

amounts, it is necessary therefore to transform further the data through Natural Language Processing 

techniques. At first glance the occurring pattern that appears with ingredients data strings is the 

composed sequence of a discrete or rational number, a unit of measurement, and the ingredient. E.g. 

“300 grams Sourdough Or Dark Rye Bread”. Furthermore, the unit can also lack such as in the case of 

ingredients that are fresh fruits or vegetables e.g., “1 small leek”, or there can be additional information 

on the required processing of a raw ingredient e.g., “4 medium potatoes, peeled and cut into cubes”. 

The data represented by ingredient recipes is composed of strings indicating its amount which can be 

represented in various ways depending on its form and standard of measurement. Ingredients like eggs 

and staple vegetables like onions are often expressed in discrete amounts, while recipes containing 

meat cuts are defined with their amount in weight. Expressions like “pinch of salt” or “drizzle of oil” can 

be interpreted arbitrarily especially in cuisine where the user is already familiar in using those 

ingredients frequently and might have a personal preference in the amount. The units of measurements 

can also differ as well as the system of measurement itself as the data contains recipes from American 

websites which utilise imperial units. The approach is to standardise the ingredient amounts into an 

approximate in grams since for example liquids differ in the amount in grams because of density, as 

well as amounts expressed in cups for solid ingredients such as dried fruits do not have the same 

equivalent amount in grams. For ingredients that are discrete amounts, the weight in grams is obtained 

through an Edamam API call. In the case of arbitrary amounts, the default value is set to 5g, and can 

eventually be calibrated for instances such as respecting the recommended daily sodium intake. 
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In order to determine the case of an ingredient string the first step is to determine the presence of 

imperial or metric units in it. In the case of imperial units, furthermore, the quantities can be expressed 

as fractions or vulgar fractions Unicode character symbol, they would therefore require to be converted 

into their equivalent floating-point number. When no unit measure is found the string is still verified 

for the presence of numerical expressions and determined as a case of ingredient expressed in discrete 

amount. In the absence of a discrete numerical expression the string is checked for the presence of 

ingredients that could be in arbitrary quantity. If none of the cases is satisfied the string is flagged for 

correction.  

Searching for an ingredient match through the Edamam API returns a ranked list of most likely similar 

results to the input ingredient string. For instance, if an input string mentions a regional type of apple 

or an apple cut in a specific way the response results will be a list of ingredients most approximately 

like the original string however not necessarily matching the string content 1 to 1, e.g., the top result 

for “1 apple sliced and peeled” is likely to return “1 small apple”. 

The ingredient quantity extraction also serves a purpose of data cleaning and better score accuracy 

when utilising cosine similarity to recommend recipes that contain similar ingredients. Since ingredients 
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strings are text documents limited in the amount words, the presence of numerical quantities like “1” 

which is the most frequent, impact the cosine score and can give misleading recommendations. 

User Archetypes and Preferences 

Recommendation systems that are part of a digital platform can allow users to create a profile which 

can serve as a first form of filtering and personalisation and mitigate issues of “cold start”. When 

considering the scenario of a content-based recommender system for nutritional recommendation the 

filters can relate to the nutritional properties of food items, as well as possible preference for grocery 

stores brand and their distance. The Edamam recipe API data variables that can be utilised already 

provide filter labels describing food characters suitable for diets i.e., high-protein, low-carb, low-sodium; 

furthermore, the number of macronutrients contained in each meal within a day can be summed and 

for select a series of meals for the day that respect the advised threshold of nutrients, in the case of 

sodium the threshold would be 2300mg. In the case of regional diets like the Nordic and Mediterranean 

diet the minimum satisfactory scenario would be the presence of ingredient utilised, however since 

recipes can contain additional ingredients the recommendation would also be refined by the threshold 

of nutrients that for example can allow to limit the presence of deep-fried foods by filtering out the 

presence of saturated fats, and instead rank higher recipes with different cooking methods. The 

recommended intakes can also vary depending on the user gender and age group and usually are in 

reduced amount for women and the elderly, with exception such as pregnancy or lactation. Daily intake 

recommendation can also vary in time and by region based on the population examined, for example 

US and Canada utilise the Reference Daily Intake (RDI) which examines the daily intake of nutrients 

considered sufficient based on the on 97-98% healthy individuals across every demographic. The Nordic 

Diet has specific daily nutrition recommendations as defined by the Nordic Council.  
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When looking at adult groups of men and women above 18 years of age the variation is more between 

the two genders within the nutritional amounts for magnesium, iron, zinc, selenium; furthermore 

menstruation and menopause influence the intake of iron in women, as well as pregnancy which 

necessitates of 500mg of iron in reserves which is only possible to provide along with supplements; 

young male adults between the age of 18 and 20 are recommended an additional 100mg daily intake 

of calcium and phosphorus compared to 800mg of calcium and 600mg of phosphorus recommended 

to male adults of age 21 and above. 

 

age group 

dietary 
fibre 
(g) 

saturated fats 
(%E) 

monosaturated 
fats (%E) 

polysaturated 
fats (%E) 

total amounts of 
fats (%E) 

added 
sugar % proteins carbohydrates 

adults 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 

elderly (65+) 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 15-20 40-60 
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The 

recommended amount in macronutrients is the same for adults and elderly regardless of age except 

for a 5% higher amount in proteins for elderly of age 65 and above. 

Through the Edamam API it is not possible to extract nutritional information for zinc, copper, iodine, 

and selenium while all other nutritional information is available; By combining the nutritional 

information that is available for nutrients and macronutrients there are seven different profiles. 

    macronutrients nutrients 

gender age group FIBTG FASAT FAMS FAPU FAT(Sum) SUGAR PROCNT CHOCDF CA P K MG FE 

male 18-20 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 900 700 3.5 350 9 

  21-64 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 800 600 3.5 350 9 

  65+ 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 15-20 40-60 800 600 3.5 350 9 

female 18-30 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 800 600 3.1 280 15 

  31-64 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 800 600 3.1 280 15/9 

pregnant/lactating 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 10-20 45-60 900 700 3.1 280 >15 

  65+ 25-35 <10 10-20 5-10 25-40 <10 15-20 40-60 800 600 3.1 280 9 

The API can suggest recipes that are meant for multiple servings, to more accurate represent individual 

servings the recipes can be divided by their calorie intake and fulfil the daily calorie intake for each 

demographic in proportion for each meal of the day. 

 

Design of the Recommendation system 

The purpose of the recommendation system would be to sort recipes which nutrients and 

macronutrients have values the closest to the daily recommendation for each demographic. A set of 21 

items can be representative of a possible weekly meal plan. The recipes have also been downloaded 

for each meal of the day. In the first scenario the recipes have the calorie amount scaled down by the 

ratio between the ingredient’s calories and the average daily intake across the three meals. In the 

second scenario a dataset for each meal which the correspondent down-scaling for each meal. Despite 

the differentiation the results still give duplicates for meals divided per meal of the day however the 

ranking was still corrected to not produce duplicates between meals. The metric utilised for the ranking 

gender age group calorie requirements(kcal) breakfast lunch dinner 

male 18-20 2400-2800 840-980 960-1120 600-700 

  21-64 2400-2600 840-980 960-1040 600-650 

  65+ 2200-2400 770-840 880-960 550-600 

female 18-30 2000-2200 700-770 800-880 500-550 

  31-64 1800-2000 630-700 720-800 450-500 

pregnant/lactating 1800-2400 630-840 720-960 450-600 

  65+ 1800 630 720 450 
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is the Euclidean distance which is obtained after scaling and normalising the proportion of nutrients for 

recipes and calculating the vector distance with the user demographic archetype recommended daily 

intakes.  

Initial Data Extraction 

The initial extraction of the data consists in a list of queries that combining different parameters each 

with predefined values. The main query parameter is represented by one of the 12 ingredients 

recommended as part of the Nordic diet (Bere & Berg, 2009). Additional parameters include meal of 

the day, diet type, health label. In combination the parameters generate 432 distinct queries from the 

following values: 

 Meal type: breakfast, lunch, dinner. 

 Diet type: balanced (ratio of protein/fat/carb as 15/35/50 ratio, low carb (less than 20% 

calories from carbohydrates), low fat (less than 15% of calories from fats). 

 Health label: vegetarian, vegan, keto-friendly (at most 7g of carbohydrates per serving), sugar 

conscious (less than 4g of sugar per serving). 

 Ingredients: rye bread, salmon, herring, trout, carrots, potatoes, beetroots, turnip, radish, 

cabbage, oatmeal. 

An apriori exclusion of combinations such as salmon and vegan were not performed as the algorithm 

behind the Edamam API that fetches and ranks recipes results is a black box and would be interesting 

to test its strength. The result for querying “low-fat vegan herring dinner meals” for example has shown 

no recipes containing herring but returned mostly juices and cocktails.  

A single query result returns up to 10 results; when combined the 432 queries returned 3753 non-

distinct recipes which equals to almost 87% of maximum obtainable query results. 845 recipes are 

distinct therefore 78% of the results are duplicate.  

The number of distinct results at this stage would not require the reiteration of a meal on a different 

week however an assessment of nutritional values when combining meals for the day and the week 

might show the necessity to reiterate healthier and more relevant recipes rather than introducing more 

novelty. 
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When observing the distribution of distinct recipes across different parameters values (See Appendix 

A) the number of distinct recipes for meal type equals the overall number of distinct recipes, however 

for other parameters there are different proportions. 

In the case of ingredients, the maximum possible number of queries is 360, however queries for turnip, 

rye bread and trout returned some queries with less 10 results each, with trout having the lowest 

amount of 216 query results. As distinct recipe results oatmeal returned 96 distinct recipes out of 360 

total results, while trout 51 out of 216; this could seem an acceptable result as oatmeal is more regularly 

consumed as a breakfast meal as opposed to trout which would be served on more special occasion 

possibly on dinner. Recipes by meal type results coincide across with 845 distinct recipes out of 1251 

total results; this might mean the meal type attribute in the query does not have an important weight 

on the results and therefore might be reviewed to filter out recipe suggestions that are less commonly 

consumed during a certain meal, e.g., oatmeal after breakfast or roasted fish outside of lunch and 

dinner. Recipes by type of diet have balanced recipes the highest number of distinct results with 313 

out of 1218 total results which are less than low-carb and low-fat. A lower presence of distinct low-fat 

recipes might reflect the presence of animal and vegetal fats present in the Nordic diet. Health labels 

returned the highest number of distinct and overall results for sugar-conscious recipes with 321 out of 

990 while keto-friendly returned least options however proportionally not distant from the top result 

with just 30 results difference. 

The following step in the recommendation system data transformation pipeline is to organise the 

recipes by filtering out less relevant results and label potentially desirable ones to form a training data 

set on which to test the recommendation performance. 

Content Analyser 

 The purpose of the content analyser is to pre-process the previously extracted data in order to 

generate a more structured item representation allowing the extraction of features (Boratto et al., 

2017). At the current stage recipes data is composed of recipe name, calories, nutrients and 

macronutrients values, and a priori queried attribute labels. The expected results are the ranking and 

filtering of relevant recipes towards the Nordic dietary recommendations.  
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The first step in the data transformation of recipes is to standardise the servings proportions to reflect 

the calorie proportions appropriate for a serving for the respective meal. The selected value is an 

average in range of calories requirements defined by the NNR for each demographic ranging from a 

minimum of 450 calories for dinner meals of 65+ individuals of both genders to 1120 maximum calories 

allowed for 18-20 males. The calculate average calorie intake per average demographic is 770 for 

breakfast, 874 for lunch, 546 for dinner; the resulting sum is 2190 which is below daily requirements of 

male demographics but in range for females, this will require further consideration in following steps 

when user profile data is addressed. Without adjustments the number of distinct recipes ranging 450 

to 1120 calories is 256, with breakfast having 124 distinct options within calorie range across 

demographics, lunch with 150, and dinner with 99. At this stage, the available options would require 

suggesting a meal once again at a later week or adjust a serving size. 

 

Distribution of meals within the calorie range boundaries across the demographics 

When filtering by the calorie range the recipe options still reflect a serving that by looking at the 

respective total weight is still above a possible single serving. 
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Another aspect of verifying the relevance of the recipe results is to check the presence and proportion 

of the ingredients described in NNR for the daily servings of the twelve ingredients proposed by Bere & 

Berg (2009).  

Filtering Component 

This module performs the task of providing the actual recommendation by comparing the output from 

the content analyser as well as parameters that are relevant to the user profile. In this case the profile 

data is represented by gender and age groups with their respective ranges of recommended nutritional 

intakes. 

The recipes data numerical values will be calculated based on the Euclidean distance from the 

recommended nutritional intakes per each the seven profile demographics. The result will provide a 

numerical value which can be utilised as a ranking to sort the most suitable recipes that are the closest 

within the parameters of NNR and most do not exceed them. 

 

Average Euclidean distance from daily recommendation intakes by demographic 

When comparing the parameters for recommended daily intake with the extracted recipes the distance 

values are on average more homogenous for carbohydrates, potassium, and protein intake; the values 

diverge the most in the average amount of iron for women below 65 especially in the case of pregnant 

women where the iron intake is not enough to be supplied through and requires intake of supplements. 
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A further averaged distance of standardised nutrients values allows to filter out results above the intake 

amount by considering negative z values. 

The results have values between -0,058 and 6,53. The proportion reflects the presence in the data of 

recipes with large servings such as “Beef Cheek Confit With Caramelized Turnips”, while the lowest 

values contain recipes that might describe possible side dishes rather than full meals such as “Beetroot 

hummus” and “beetroot coleslaw”. A possible solution would be to filter out the top and bottom 20% 

of recipes by average distance, thus leaving a range value between -0,25 and 0,035. 

Profiler Learner 

This study is limited in the possibility to monitor a user profile activity however a chronology of previous 

recommendations can be generated and utilised to derive further recommendations that consider a 

previous meal plan as a user activity. A constraint in a meal plan is to have a combination of meals 

throughout the day that follow the NNR recommended daily intakes, however it would mostly be 

arbitrary if a combination of meals is given on a day of the week rather than another; as such an element 

of randomness can be added within a weekly meal plan, and together with upcoming meal plans that 

would either introduce novelty or reiterate well performing recipe combinations, therefore creating a 

more personalised experience. 

recipe ndi calories diet 

Raid-the-storecupboard side salmon 706 balanced 

Swedish potato salad trout 800 low-fat 

Roasted Brussels Sprout & Butternut Squash Salad salmon 1280 balanced 

Sugar Snap Pea and Radish Salad recipes radish 329 balanced 

Couscous With Carrots, Spinach, and Pistachios carrot 1003 balanced 

Giardiniera (Italian Pickled Vegetables) herring 1442 balanced 

Potatoes with Poppy Seeds potatoes 1390 vegan 

Sourdough Rye rye bread 1630 low-fat 

Sugar Snap Pea And Radish Salad radish 329 balanced 

Roasted Wild Salmon with Caramelized Fennel and Fennel-Frond Pesto salmon 1620 low-carb 

Healthy & Delicious: Mushroom 'Bolognese' Recipe rye bread 682 vegan 

Tuna Melt Sandwiches recipes turnip 400 keto-friendly 

Herring and Apple Salad rye bread 682 vegan 

Snap Peas with Meyer Lemon, Shaved Radish and Mint recipes turnip 400 keto-friendly 
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Celery Carrot Puree carrot 590 sugar-conscious 

Oatmeal Pancakes cabbage 346 vegetarian 

Kashmiri Garam Masala rye bread 682 vegan 

Spaghetti with Kale, Bacon and Brie Cheese turnip 400 keto-friendly 

Cook the Book: Bonito Flakes-Black Sesame Yaki Onigiri carrot 590 sugar-conscious 

Cabbage And Carrot Salad turnip 400 keto-friendly 

 

A sample result of a week of distinct meals for a 18-20 man 

Introducing Serendipity 

Most of the recommendation data transformation in this study relied on numerical operations; the 

utilisation of knowledge graphs allows to define relationship between two or more items based on 

semantic ontological parameters. The cuisine type is a string parameter available through the Edamam 

API, and the main focus has been to assign the value ‘nordic’ in order to receive results relevant to the 

regional cuisine around Denmark. The parameter has also 17 other cuisine options. 

 

Representation of the cuisine type parameter with culturally adjacent cuisines 

A serendipitous recipe recommendation could appear as a recipe that was previously recommended 

however a recommendation of a recipe from a cuisine which does not appear as culturally or 
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geographically too close would install a sense of surprising discovery. In this case Nordic cuisine is close 

to French, central European, eastern European, and British for the large use of similar ingredient and 

cooking methods. The furthest from Nordic cuisine are cuisines from Asia, while the cuisine of the 

Americas is more directly influenced by regional cuisine of Europe. 

Evaluation Metrics 

The evaluation of recommendation system relies on the number of items being recommended and their 

relevancy towards the user’s goal 

Coverage 

The recommendation has provided 174 distinct items to the 7 user archetypes among 700 of highest-

ranking recipes in the data, resulting in 25 % of the coverage. Most of duplicates begin after the 50th 

recommendation per demographic. 
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Personalisation 

 

Cosine similarity score allows to determine how similar two entities are, on the other hand in the 

context of recommendation systems the value 1-cos is known as personalization. By looking at the 

results elderly women and men received the most similar recommendations while pregnant women 

have had the least similar and more unique results. 
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precision and recall at K 

precision@7 Recall@7 precision@21 Recall @21 

0.72 0.57 0.43 0.36 

The model was evaluated utilizing K nearest neighbour classifier and utilising recipes and their 

previously calculated distance in order to predict the user archetype. The results show a better 

performance at a lower K; a higher results in recall can be explained by factors that do not entail pure 

quantitative data from nutritional values. 

Conclusions 

The study investigated and experimented the design approach for building a recommendation system 

focused on nutritional advice from the Nordic Council. The choice of distance as a metric between 

demographic groups and their nutritional needs, and possible nutritional suggestions allowed to filter 

and rank items that can be close in terms of nutritional value to the individual needs of users. Despite 

the daily intake nutritional quantities which seem to not vary in a significant they still had an impact on 

provide more personalised suggestions for women in pregnancy while similar ones for elderly of both 

genders. The manipulation of text document data was given less emphasis as string variables require 

more effort to transform but provide less necessary information but also more ambiguity that would 

otherwise be provided by following the ratios and boundaries of nutrients and macronutrients. 

The main delimitation was in the source of the data and interpretation of initial query results as there 

are several instances where a query not returning an item the corresponds to the ingredient entered in 

the query would still result relevant towards the overall nutritional goals. The nutritional data does not 

always display correct number of servings, however the average Euclidean standardised distance 

allowed to filter out recipes that were proportionally much larger for an individual, at the same a lower 

threshold excluded recipes that in their description they sounded like side dishes and sauces. 

The introduction of serendipitous elements under form of a similar recipe from a more exotic cuisine is 

not possible to assess through a numerical metric. The possibility to allow more personalised 
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recommendations begins underperforming at k>50 where recommendations begin to generate 

duplicates across the observed profile demographics. 

Possible future developments could develop further a method to understand serendipity or at least 

define in a domain-specific setting. 
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Appendix A – Exploration Data Analysis 
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